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Engineered Migration as a Coercive Instrument:
The 1994 Cuban Balseros Crisis[1]

Kelly M. Greenhill[2]

Abstract: This paper presents a case study of the August 1994 Cuban “balseros”—i.e. rafters—crisis, commonly known as Mariel II, during which over 35,000 Cubans fled the island and headed towards Florida. This paper argues that Castro launched the crisis in an attempt to manipulate the US’s fears of another Mariel boatlift, in order to compel a shift in United States (US) policy, both on immigration and on a wider variety of issues. As the end of the crisis brought with it a radical redefinition of US immigration policy toward Cuba, the paper further contends that from Castro’s perspective, this exercise in coercion proved a qualified success—his third such successful use of the Cuban people as an asymmetric political weapon against the US.

I. Introduction

In August 1994, in the wake of some of the worst civil unrest Cuba had witnessed in decades, President Fidel Castro reversed his country’s long-standing policy of arresting anyone who tried to escape the island by sea. Castro laid the blame for Cuba’s domestic unrest on the United States, claiming that the riots were caused by rumors of a US-sponsored boatlift to Miami. Castro then demanded “either the US take serious measures to guard their coasts, or we will stop putting obstacles in the way of people who want to leave the country, and we will stop putting obstacles in the way of people in the US who want to come and look for their relatives here.”[3] This invitation, coupled with a
threat, marked the beginning of a major, although short-lived, refugee crisis, during which several tens of thousands fled the island and headed north towards Florida. The crisis ended after about a month, following the announcement of a new immigration accord between the US and the Caribbean island nation, an accord that marked the beginning of the end of the US’s three decade long policy of welcoming all Cubans into the US as de facto refugees and the start of their being treated (at least on paper) like other groups trying to gain entry to the US; a follow-on accord eight months later solidified this policy shift.

Although dwarfed in size by the larger Mariel boatlift fourteen years earlier, the August 1994 crisis is important for several reasons. First, despite its brevity, it had far reaching consequences for US-Cuban relations. Without warning or preamble, the August 1994 crisis catalyzed a shift in US policy vis-à-vis Cuban immigration that represented a radical departure from what it had been for the previous three decades.[4] Second, it influenced US domestic politics on the national level, by expanding the scope of the issue, mobilizing not only Floridians, but also the general public worried about the threat posed by illegal immigration.[5] Third, the crisis illustrates the potential potency of engineered migration—i.e., “people pressure”—as an asymmetric weapon of the weak. Consider that in less than a month Castro transformed an internal crisis that began with boat hijackings and a riot in Havana, into an American foreign and immigration policy crisis, in which the US was forced to provide refuge to tens of thousands of Cubans it intercepted at sea—at a cost of $1 million per day; and he got a new US-Cuban immigration accord to boot.[6] Finally, the brief, but significant, interactions of international and domestic actors in the case warrant examination because, although the August 1994 crisis was limited in scope, in its dynamics it resembles a number of other refugee crises, both large and small.[7] Thus some valuable lessons may be gleaned from it that could aid in dealing with future (real or threatened) crises.

II. The Mechanism behind Engineered Migration

Between 1980 and 1994, the US witnessed mass refugee influxes of individuals seeking asylum, from Cuba, Haiti, El Salvador, Nicaragua, and Guatemala in this hemisphere alone. As the September 1994 report by the US Commission on Immigration Reform put it:

US policy has tried to balance a number of competing interests and concerns: preserving its international and domestic commitments to provide asylum to those fleeing persecution or a well-founded fear of persecution and providing protection to aliens who would otherwise face return to dangerous conditions in a home country; deterring illegal immigrants who abuse the asylum system as a backdoor to entry; responding to domestic ethnic and political constituencies; ensuring that US policy does not serve as a magnet for otherwise avoidable mass migration; upholding foreign policy commitments; and helping states and localities faced with the costs and other impacts of dealing with immigration emergencies.[8]

The fact that these interests naturally compete may unintentionally give potential sending states coercive leverage over the US (and other potential receiving states). This is one variant of what is referred to as “engineered migration.” Such migrations in which (real or threatened) outflows are
used to induce changes in political behavior and/or to extract economic side-payments from a target state or states are, what this author terms “extortive engineered migration.”

This author argues that extortive variant of engineered migration is one of the relatively few weapons that weak actors can use to influence the behavior of more powerful states, particularly advanced industrial democracies. This author further contends that weak actors are frequently successful in wielding this weapon because they can manipulate the political vulnerabilities of leaders within these states, vulnerabilities that arise when there exists a conflict between a state’s international commitments and its domestic imperatives. Advanced industrial democracies are vulnerable to exploitation because, although they have made international commitments to human rights and refugee protection, at least some segment of their population is usually unwilling to bear the (real or perceived) domestic costs of fulfilling these commitments. For instance, as was noted at the time of the 1994 crisis, “(Castro) is also well aware that the United States, given its values and domestic political pressures, cannot afford to send back the ‘anti-social elements’ he is encouraging to leave.” At the same time, the vast majority of the US public was fervently opposed to letting Castro once more turn the state of Florida “into a gigantic refugee camp,” particularly one that might once more house a variety of “undesirables,” including violent criminals and the mentally ill. Hence the US and other states like it—i.e., that share its values and commitments—may find themselves trapped between their international normative commitments and their domestic imperatives. When the options available to targets in the face of a massive outflow have negative (and visible) side effects, both with respect to national interests and normative commitments, targets may become vulnerable to coercion and ripe for extortion.

The analysis offered herein relies on a Putnamesque two-level game framework, meaning that one can only understand the outcome of a bargaining situation on the international level by being acquainted with what happened on the domestic level, and vice versa. Here again, the difficulty for leaders lies in the fact that moves that may be rational on the international level may prove untenable on the domestic level, or vice versa. This author contends that Castro—who is known to be a keen observer of US politics—understands well the dilemmas facing US policymakers trying both to satisfy their domestic constituencies without sacrificing international credibility and to solve international crises without creating domestic ones. Although Castro is not immune from such concerns himself, the nature and stability of his military dictatorship allows him to undertake potentially risky moves internationally with considerably less concern about possible domestic backlash. Hence—in any given refugee-driven bargaining game between the US and Cuba—Castro will be more credible than any US leader, making “people pressure” a relatively potent asymmetric weapon against the US.

The rest of this paper presents and defends the proposition that Castro’s decision to launch the August 1994 crisis was an opportunistic attempt to coerce the US to the negotiating table on immigration and a wider array of issues, while the precise timing of the crisis was driven by the events on the ground in Havana. It further contends that Castro’s gambit was relatively successful—as it had been twice before, most famously in 1980, but also to a lesser degree in the mid-1960s—because Castro was
able to internationalize his own domestic crisis, transforming it into a US domestic political and foreign policy crisis. In presenting this argument, the paper first examines Castro’s possible motivations for, and objectives in, launching the crisis; second, it looks briefly at Castro’s past attempts to use refugees as weapons, to explain why he thought he would succeed; third, it traces the chronology of the crisis and highlights its consequences; and fourth, it outlines what Castro actually did and did not achieve with his refugee as weapon ploy. Finally, this paper offers some conclusions and identifies a few ways in which the US can reduce its vulnerability to future attempts at coercion via the use of “people pressure.”

III. Castro’s Motivations

Some observers have argued that Castro’s decision to open the port was simply an act of desperation, aimed at defusing the tensions on the ground in Havana and propping up his flagging regime, in the face of a major economic downturn and growing social unrest. It is certainly true that the prevailing strife served as the proximate cause of the crisis and influenced its timing. But if it were true that Castro was simply using the outflow as a release valve, we should have seen two things happen that did not, and we should not have seen two things happen that did. First, Castro should have opened the port without first warning the US that he was considering it. Second, he should have done so as soon as it became clear that the prevailing discontent would spill over into serious violence. Third, Castro should not have publicly demanded a shift in US policy as a precondition for staunching the flow. And fourth, he should have re-closed Cuba’s borders exactly when it suited him—which would not presumably have coincided exactly with the conclusion of a new immigration accord with Washington.

Instead, evidence suggests Castro’s actions were actually more strategic in nature, designed to influence the behavior of the government in the US as much as that of the dissidents in Cuba. Many analysts and government officials who have spent time in Cuba and have dealt personally with Castro and the Cuban leadership share this view. For instance, Castro biographer, Tad Szulc, has said, “He has been doing this for a living for 35 years, and realizes he only has one card to play, the weapon of refugees. He needs the breathing space and knows that the only way to get it is to force the Americans into a dialogue.” Likewise, Richard Nuccio, former special advisor to the Clinton Administration on Cuba, contends, “the Cuban government exacted changes in the policy of the Clinton Administration towards Cuba by threatening and by carrying out those threats… Most of our Cuba policy is a result of those kinds of threats.” And former Florida governor and now US Senator, Bob Graham, argues, “Castro, over and over in the last 35 years, has used his own people as a means of accomplishing his foreign policy objective.” So if Castro intended to use the August 1994 migration surge to coerce a shift in US policy, exactly what did he hope to accomplish?

IV. Castro’s Objectives

For some time before the 1994 crisis erupted, Castro had been complaining that the US was failing
to hold up its end of a 1984 agreement he had negotiated with the Reagan Administration, which promised 20,000 visas per year for Cubans, in exchange for his willingness to take back a number of “undesirables” from the first Mariel crisis.[32] As the Cubans understood the 1984 accord, 160,000 visas should have been granted in a period during which only 11,000 had been forthcoming.[33] In this same period, however, more than 13,200 illegal migrants had been welcomed into the US, many of whom reached US shores on vessels they had hijacked in Cuba.[34] This supported Castro’s long time claim that for 35 years it had been US policy to encourage people to leave Cuba illegally, even if that meant stealing and hijacking.[35] He further argued that even those people who used such violent means of escape were welcomed as “heroes in Miami.”[36] Yet whenever he interfered with these illegal departures, he was accused of human rights violations; while each time he let people leave, he was accused of trying to embarrass the US.[37]

Castro’s frustration apparently deepened in the summer of 1994, as it became clear that the reception rafters were being given in July and early August 1994 was “specially warm…. (even) after stealing boats, using violence, endangering the lives of people who did not wish to emigrate, and even committing murder.”[38] Rafters (arriving in this period) were further reassured and “encouraged by the US government’s pledge not to change its immigration policy under any circumstances.”[39] This was probably the tipping point that led Castro to consider initiating a new crisis. As one Latin American scholar put it: “Castro relaxed the strictures against emigration because he was “greatly (and understandably) amazed by US officials’ welcome to Cuban refugees who had hijacked ferry boats in Havana.”[40]

In short, what Castro wanted was a quick end to the irregular and destabilizing pattern of immigration between his country and the US. Both his words and subsequent actions reflect this assessment, as the analysis below demonstrates. First and foremost, Castro desired a normalization of US-Cuban immigration and an end to the hijackings that were generating instability inside Cuba. (It also seems clear that he would have welcomed a loosening of the embargo, but evidence suggests he did not expect such a relaxation to be immediately forthcoming.)

V. Why Did He Think He Could Succeed? A Compelling Track Record of Two for Two

Castro likely believed the migration gambit was worth trying, in part because it had worked at least twice before—in a limited way in 1965 and rather dramatically in 1980. As was the case in the 1980 Mariel I exodus and the less well-known Camarioca outflow in 1965, Castro succeeded in dictating the course and pace of events while those in Washington, working with far more resources at their disposal, struggled to respond. (See Figure I below.)
A. The Camarioca Boatlift

In September 1965, Castro surprised the exile community in Miami with the announcement that any Cuban who had relatives living in the US would be allowed to leave the island via the port of Camarioca, located on Cuba’s northern shore. Castro also invited exiles to come by sea to pick up family members who had been stranded on the island, following the suspension of commercial flights between the two countries during the Cuban Missile Crisis three years earlier. To erase any doubts that he was serious, two days later he began offering two flights daily from Havana to Miami.

At the time many alleged—rightly, this author believes—that Castro opened the border in order to rid the island of political dissidents with close ties to the exile community. As one author put it: “in one clean sweep, he release(d) the internal pressure of ‘closet counterrevolutionaries’ who stood ready to undermine his regime.” In addition, however, by unleashing his “demographic bomb,” Castro also demonstrated to the US government how easily he could disrupt its immigration policy. Thus the opening of the port at Camarioca carried with it a “lightly-veiled” threat, namely that Havana, not Washington, controlled Florida’s coastal borders. Almost overnight, and with little warning, the Cuban government had presented the US with a major refugee crisis.
President Johnson initially responded with contempt to Castro’s move, making a speech before the Statue of Liberty in October 1965, in which he proclaimed that the US would continue to welcome Cubans seeking freedom “with the thought that in another day, they can return to their homeland to find it cleansed of terror and free from fear.” However, after thousands of exiles sailed toward Cuba—much to the chagrin of US immigration authorities—and the numbers of those leaving the island began to escalate, Johnson quickly changed tack and began a series of secret negotiations with Castro. The result, announced the following month, was a “Memorandum of Understanding,” a formal agreement that established procedures and means for the movement of Cuban refugees to the US. In December 1965, an open-ended airlift, which would continue until 1973, was inaugurated.

Because the Johnson Administration—preoccupied with Vietnam and fearing a tragedy in the Straits of Florida—was so quick to propose an acceptable solution to the crisis, Castro swiftly acquiesced, and the crisis ended with little immediate political cost to either side. However, Castro learned a valuable lesson from this migration crisis dress rehearsal: namely that the appearance of loss of control over US borders—coupled with the perception inside the US that Florida might be overrun—would be viewed by US leaders as politically costlier than the alternative of dealing with him. Thus if Castro could transform his own domestic problem into the US’s domestic problem, via the use of refugees as political weapons, he could coerce its leaders into helping him solve his own problems.

B. The Mariel Boatlift
In early 1980, portents of another mass outflow began to emerge. The Cuban economy stood at a five-year nadir, its gross domestic product (GDP) having shrunk by five percent since the previous year, as world sugar prices plummeted.[49] The CIA’s Cuba Analytic Center repeatedly warned that Castro might again unleash large-scale emigration, and in March 1980 Castro himself threatened to do so if the US government did not stop giving asylum to Cubans who commandeered ships to the US.[50] Because so few policymakers in the Carter administration knew of the Camarioca crisis, they ignored repeated warnings that Castro was considering reopening one of his ports. As Engstrom put it: “The word ‘Camarioca’ had no meaning for them. It set off no alarms.”[51]

Then, in early April, following a dramatic incident in which a bus crashed through the gate of the Peruvian embassy in Havana, Castro announced that he would remove the security forces that surrounded the embassy.[52] A few days later, in a case of “déjà vu all over again,” Castro publicly invited the exiles to come by sea and pick up, not just the refugees who had originally sought asylum at the embassy, but anyone who wanted to leave. Thus again Castro managed to transform his own domestic crisis into an American domestic and international crisis. Even at the time, some recognized this ploy as a weapon of sorts; for instance, the US Coordinator for Refugee Affairs, Victor Palmieri, characterized it as “a form of guerrilla warfare.”[53] White House aide, Jack Watson, and State Department spokesman, Thomas Reston, echoed this viewpoint, saying respectively, “Castro in a way, is using people like bullets aimed at this country” and “what you have here is not a rational process [but] Castro’s solution to the problem.”[54]

Like Johnson before him, President Jimmy Carter began the crisis with a defiant speech, in which he reaffirmed the US’s open-arms policy to Cubans fleeing Castro’s regime, proclaiming “we’ll continue to provide an open heart and open arms to refugees seeking freedom from Communist domination.”[55] However, a record number of refugees arrived at about the same time as Carter made his famous pronouncement, and within a week Carter felt compelled to change the US’s position. On May 14th, the Administration ordered the boatlift stopped; but to no avail. Despite the prohibition and a subsequent naval blockade, almost 90,000 Cubans arrived in the US in May 1980.[56]

Aware of the “grave implications the uncontrollable boatlift could have on domestic politics,” the Administration lost patience with the exiles who kept returning to Cuba for more refugees.[57] This was particularly true since Carter had already been forced to declare a state of emergency in South Florida and to release $10 million to help local governments cope with the crisis.[58] When, in spite of these efforts, South Florida’s local infrastructure was overwhelmed, the federal government began airlifting the Marielitos to military installations throughout the country.[59] As the crisis deepened but the exiles showed no signs of ceasing the boatlift despite government appeals, the Carter administration again flip-flopped and threatened exiles with heavy fines and confiscation of their vessels if they continued to bring refugees into the US; the threats fell on deaf ears.

Carter next turned directly to Castro for help in ending the crisis. But the Cuban regime promptly
rejected the first American proposal for ending the crisis, viewing it as too harsh and insufficiently attractive from the Cubans’ perspective. Interestingly, it appears highly plausible that the outcome of Mariel could have been rather different, and the crisis itself significantly more short-lived. As the former head of the US Interests Section in Havana, Wayne Smith, noted in his memoir:

I had been on the Cuban deck back in 1965 when we had convinced Castro to replace the Camarioca sealift with an orderly departure process. In some ways, prospects were better in 1980 than they had been in 1965. Castro had initiated Camarioca without any prior expression of interest in establishing a normal flow of emigration. Yet, he had quickly closed down the sealift in return for a normal emigration process. This time, Cuban officials had been urging such a process long before the Mariel operation began.

Three more months would pass before the US made the kind of proposal the NSC had rejected as too placatory the previous spring, namely that the migration talks would be linked to a future (broader) agenda. Shortly thereafter, Castro closed the port of Mariel. Smith, Tarnoff, and others believe this would have happened much earlier had a more conciliatory proposal been forwarded and would have meant 100,000 fewer Cuban refugees would have come to the US.

It is instructive to note the disparity in the speed with which the Johnson and Carter Administrations each developed policy responses to their Cuban migration crises, as well as differences in their approaches. Because the policy makers in the Johnson Administration figured out quickly the potential scale of the problem, they developed a response within days after Castro announced the opening of the port at Camarioca. Within a month, officials in the Johnson Administration managed to provide states and localities with financial relief for the costs associated with the boatlift. In contrast, even with considerable forewarning that Castro was considering re-opening his borders, Carter Administration officials took more than three weeks to generate a policy response, one that never adequately dealt with the crisis. Furthermore, it took the Administration almost two months to approach the Cuban government about talks to normalize immigration, and then the subsequent accord was not signed until after the boatlift was ended many months later. Finally, it was Congress, not the Carter
Administration that (six months later) generated a policy to deal with the tremendous costs of Mariel to affected states and localities.\[66\]

It is clear that because the crisis occurred during the presidential campaign, Carter absorbed the full backlash of voter indignation. He was blamed for his ineptitude in handling the crisis and for indecisive leadership, and his Republican challenger, Ronald Reagan, enthusiastically played the refugee issue to his advantage. In light of the other tribulations the President was facing in the lead-up to the November 1980 election—including the Iran hostage crisis, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, and a floundering economy—it would be an exaggeration to claim that the Mariel crisis alone produced Carter’s defeat.\[67\] Nevertheless, it provided very effective campaign fodder for Reagan and affected the psyche of the American public, including the psyche of one particular American, future President Bill Clinton, who would himself sit at the helm of the US during the next Cuban migration crisis.

VI. The August 1994 Balseros Crisis

A. The Situation Heats Up; Castro Issues a Threat

The spring of 1994 brought scenes reminiscent of the Mariel boatlift fourteen years earlier. Between May and early August, Cuba became the site of an ever-increasing number of embassy crashings and violent boat hijackings.\[68\] This violence culminated in street riots in Havana in early August,
after 32 died when they were swept into the sea by water cannons when the Cuban military intercepted a tugboat bound for Miami.[69]

Reading the signs of restiveness on the ground, and by now familiar with Castro’s modus operandi, at least some in the US believed Castro might try to initiate another refugee crisis.[70] For example, Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs, Robert Gelbard, publicly warned Castro on July 30th that the “consequences of launching another Mariel boatlift would be quite grave.”[71] But Castro had been through this situation before and recognized that the US had more to lose from an uncontrolled outflow than did he, particularly since he was again eager to engage the US in negotiations.[72] Thus, frustrated by the hijacking and escalating illegal departures—and undeterred by US threats—on August 5th Castro held an internationally televised news conference, in which he asserted that the rioting was caused by rumors of a “US sponsored boatlift to Miami.”[73] Castro went on to say that Cuba could no longer afford to be “the guardian of the North Americans’ coasts” if Washington continued to strangle the faltering Cuban economy.[74]

B. The US responds, Castro escalates and the US grows defiant

Immediately following Castro’s pronouncements, the US responded with clear signs of encouragement for those who wanted to escape and announced the existence of a classified contingency plan, Operation Distant Shore,[75] designed to thwart Castro’s ability to launch another Mariel.[76] (This announcement seems to have been an attempt to deter Castro, as well as to reassure an anxious population in Florida.[77] Although the details of Distant Shore remained classified, it was officially announced that the plan included responsibilities for 40 different federal agencies that would respond to an immigration crisis and a blockade by US warships of the Florida Straits, as well as the arrest of any refugee trying to enter the US through that route.[78]

Nevertheless those intent on fleeing the island were not deterred, and neither was Castro. Around August 12th he announced that he would view any attempt at instituting a blockade as an act of war, and he quietly began escalating the crisis by allowing people to leave the island unharrassed.[79] On the same day, US State Department officials announced that there was no sign that Castro had yet opened his coastline to unrestricted exits, but conceded that the Cuban coastal and land police were letting small groups leave without incident.[80] To those paying attention, this was a clear sign that Castro could and would control the volume of the flows as he saw fit, a portentous signal recognized by those on the frontline in Florida, but not yet by those in Washington, who still insisted that the situation was under control and did not constitute a crisis.

C. A Domestic Spoiler Catalyzes a Major Policy Shift

However, this situation was to change quickly and unexpectedly. On August 18th, “in a matter of twelve hours…the Clinton Administration’s view of the influx of Cuban refugees changed from a manageable, orderly flow to a crisis demanding a reversal of 28 years of immigration policy.”[81]
Significantly, however, this shift did not result directly from a move in Havana, Cuba, but rather from one in Tallahassee, Florida. Facing a tough re-election campaign—in a state where immigration was an especially highly charged issue—Florida Governor Lawton Chiles decided he was unwilling to concede to a potential repeat of the Mariel fiasco without a fight. Despite Washington’s skepticism, Chiles believed that the flow of refugees would blossom into a flood, and he demanded that the federal government take action. On the 18th of August he went public with his criticism and an implicit demand:

Well, I think your numbers showed that we’ve had 2,200 [Cuban asylum seekers] already this year. But the interesting thing is this month. The interesting thing is 565 yesterday, 360 today. As we speak, they are still getting off the boat down there [in Key West]. I think we might well have 500 again today. In spite of the Coast Guard captain’s statement, the most we ever had in a day in Mariel was about 856. So we’re already up to 500 a day. Florida could die from a thousand small cuts and that’s what Castro is doing to us. This is an emergency down here. We know that, all the citizens of south Florida know that and we’re waiting for the administration to know that. [82]

Chiles had concluded that a hard position against the rafters would help him in his re-election bid, and polling data from the period suggest it was a wise surmise. [83] Most Floridians were opposed to the influx, and those who were not, namely the Cuban-American community, were expected to vote for his Republican challenger, Jeb Bush, in any case.

The situation was further complicated by the fact that it had just become clear that a key component of the contingency plan that was to relieve the burden on Florida in the event of another Mariel-like exodus had been rejected out of hand by Clinton, leaving Florida even more exposed. [84] Specifically, when he discovered—around August 16th—the nature of the State Department’s proposed resettlement plan (Distant Shore), under which Cuban asylum seekers would be distributed at military bases throughout the country, he reportedly “went ballistic,” yelling “Are you nuts? Do you think I am going to do [that] again?” [85] Other advisors confirm that Clinton’s thinking on the August 1994 crisis was guided by two mottos, “No More Mariels” and “Remember Fort Chaffee.” [86]

What Clinton feared was a repetition of the personal humiliation and defeat he suffered after the last massive Cuban refugee resettlement in 1980. Dissatisfied with their long-term detainment, the Marielitos sparked violent riots at several of the military bases where they were being held, including Fort Chaffee. [87] Shortly thereafter, then Arkansas governor Clinton lost his bid for re-election. Although, like Carter, Clinton too may have lost even in the absence of the Cuban crisis, Clinton clearly laid blame for his loss on the Chaffee riots. [88] As advisor and confidant, Dick Morris, has said, his defeat in 1980 “was really the seminal experience in (Clinton’s) career.” [89]

By August 18th, when it had become clear to Chiles that the Administration was willing neither to recognize the escalating crisis as an emergency, nor to consider implementing Distant Shore’s proposed resettlement plan, he decided to press Washington’s hand. [90] Chiles declared a state of emergency in Florida, which gave him the right to mobilize the Florida National Guard and to detain
temporarily the refugees released by the INS. Chiles made it known to the Administration that he would not permit Cubans being moved from detention camps in Key West to get off the bus once they reached Miami; instead he would have them arrested and quarantined.[91]

That afternoon a "principals-only" meeting of many of Clinton’s top foreign policy advisors was held, during which the decision was made to end the 28-year policy unequivocally welcoming all refugees from Cuba. It appears that the general consensus was that it was time to “demagnetize” the US to avoid a continuous flow of refugees. According to one participant, “the change was necessary to protect a basic fundamental policy of no massive influx that looked like Mariel.”[92] They also agreed that the US could not appear to be tougher on the Cubans than it was on the Haitians.[93]

Although on the morning of August 18th Attorney General Janet Reno had insisted that no change in policy was under consideration—and that Chiles was “overreacting”—that same evening a new approach was announced.[95] Following Chiles’s declaration of a state of emergency in Florida, and a subsequent meeting between Clinton, Chiles, and Jorge Mas Canosa of the Cuban American National Foundation (CANF), Clinton announced a major shift in US policy: no Cubans seeking to enter the US illegally would be allowed to enter US territory. Instead they would be rescued at sea and detained at the US naval base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba (Gitmo) indefinitely. This shift represented a reversal of the 35-year-old policy designed to welcome as a refugee any Cuban “escaping” Castro’s regime.

Although it is clear that Clinton and his advisors were themselves clearly disinclined to permit a repeat of Mariel, it was Governor Chiles’ initiatives—coupled with Clinton’s steadfast opposition to a domestic relocation scheme—that actually forced the president’s hand and drove the policy shift.[96] In making such a momentous change, Clinton knew that he would have to contend with the animus of the Cuban exile community, who would be furious that the US would consider returning the fleeing Cubans. But even at the time, risking the shift in policy probably seemed like a good gamble for a number of reasons. First, like Chiles, Clinton realized that the vast majority of Floridians, and Americans more generally, were opposed to accepting more refugees, whatever their origin. Basically, “the new calculus [was] that Clinton need[ed] to worry more about immigration than about Cuban-American votes.”[97]

Second, he had a plan to placate the CANF and the exile community, namely by offering to tighten restrictions on Cuba.[98] Following his meeting with Chiles and Mas Canosa, on August 20th Clinton announced that visits to Cuba would again be restricted to humanitarian cases and remittances would be suspended. However, although this compromise temporarily satisfied his conflicting domestic constituencies, it did nothing to bring the crisis itself closer to a resolution; in fact, it led Castro to escalate the crisis further. [99]

D. Castro Ups the Ante

While undoubtedly pleased that illegal rafters would finally be detained and returned, Castro was clearly less excited about the measures taken to conciliate the exile community. So the next day, he
opted to escalate the crisis further by officially opening the borders to anyone who wanted to leave. Moreover, because the Cuban public remained unpersuaded that the US’s three decade old policy of welcoming all Cubans really had changed overnight, the announced shift did not slow the flow of rafters. Three days later, in the largest one day total ever, 2,886 rafters were intercepted at sea, while the day before, 2,338 had been rescued.[100]

Thus the Administration’s gamble that Cubans would stop fleeing once it was announced that they would not be allowed to enter the US had proven a serious miscalculation, one that Castro promptly exploited. On August 24th, Castro gave an internationally televised speech on CNN, announcing that the US’s “new policy measures only [made] the problem more complicated… [and] …these measures [compelled] the massive exodus.”[101] During the same speech, he also officially announced that he had ordered the Cuban Coast Guard to stop impeding those who wanted to leave the island and/or using force to prevent Americans who wish to pick people up.[102]

At the same time, however, Castro also intimated that he might agree to stop the exodus if the Administration agreed to direct talks on a range of issues, including the embargo.[103] This position was reaffirmed the next morning, when Cuban representatives in New York announced their willingness to end the flow “only if the US agreed to broad talks on a full range of bilateral matters.”[104] Meanwhile Cuba’s Ambassador to the United Nations turned the rhetorical heat up even higher, warning that the US’s new strategy would lead to disaster, both for Cubans and Americans: “The US has devised a whole policy…to try to choke our country to hunger and allow an internal subversion that would lead to a blood bath, and then how many millions of illegal immigrants will come?”[105]

E. US Defiance Soon Replaced with Willingness to Negotiate

By the following day, August 26th, there was growing public bipartisan opposition in Congress to the Administration’s unwillingness to negotiate with Castro, as well as a growing number of news commentaries and newspaper editorials calling for negotiations.[106] Moreover, on the same day the New York Times ran a story announcing that the camps housing the Cubans at Gitmo would be filled to overflowing within two weeks if the exodus were to continue. Thus Clinton’s attempt to satisfy both sets of his domestic constituents had given birth to another dilemma.[107] Because the rafters kept coming, the only way to end the crisis was to rely upon the Cuban government to again begin blocking emigration. But the new sanctions against Castro and the US’s staunch unwillingness to negotiate proved a powerful disincentive for Castro to do so.[108]

F. The US Blinks, but so does Castro

On August 28th, with no indication that the crisis would end of its own accord or that the flows might soon abate, the US again abruptly changed its position and agreed to negotiate with the
series of bilateral talks were held between September 1st and 10th that resulted in the announcement of a new immigration accord and plans for a series of additional meetings. However, for his part, Castro had to concede his demands that the accord be linked to a softening of the embargo and/or to Radio Marti’s shutdown.

**VII. The Balseros Crisis, Part II: April-May 1995**

In early April 1995 the Cubans again began making vague threats to reopen their borders—a rumor that the Administration leaked privately, but publicly denied. (The belief was that the renewed threats were a response to the proposed Helms-Burton legislation and to the fact that those Cubans still being held at Gitmo were being denied entrance into the US. One Cuban official told *The Washington Post*, “last year, there were 30,000 rafters. Next time you might see a million.”

Moreover, following their trip to Gitmo in March-April 1995, Sen. Bob Graham (D-Fla.) and Rep. Porter J. Goss (R-Fla.) warned the Clinton Administration of a crisis in the making. They claimed that the thousands of Cuban refugees detained in Gitmo were living in a “tinderbox” that could explode into rioting. In addition, housing the refugees at Gitmo and in Panama for six months had already cost more than $400 million, and the Pentagon was planning to spend $100 million more to make the camps permanent.

The warnings set off what officials called "serious alarm bells" in the White House, in part because
the administration was “poised to enter a critical and enormously tricky domestic policy stretch—a summer of high-stakes battles with Republicans over the size, shape and cost of government that could well define the 1996 presidential race.”[115] One thing Clinton officials did not need was a refugee crisis of any sort, and reportedly his top aides quickly concluded that another round of serious talks with Cuba was in order. "We were facing a double whammy when all we want is to keep foreign policy problems off the screen," said one official. "The word was: Solve it. Make it go away with the least amount of turmoil."[116]

Like Johnson and Carter before him, faced with the dilemma of choosing between the domestic political costs of another refugee crisis and those associated with further negotiations with Castro to avoid one, the Administration chose the latter. Two weeks later, on the anniversary of the Bay of Pigs debacle, Ricardo Alarcon and Under Secretary of State Peter Tarnoff met in secret—likely to shield themselves from domestic political pressure—and the new accord was announced on May 2, 1995.[117] Eight months after initially refusing to admit those at Gitmo, the Administration had again changed course and agreed to admit them on a case-by-case basis.[118] With the policy shift came the first official reference by the US—by Attorney General Janet Reno—to the Cuban migrants as “illegal immigrants” rather than “political refugees.”[119]

In addition, on the heels of the new accord’s announcement came word that the Clinton Administration would oppose the embargo-tightening Helms-Burton legislation, and that this new policy “could be followed by engagement on other areas of mutual interest, like the fight against narcotics or environmental problems.”[120] According to a White House paper, “[The US was] prepared to reduce sanctions in carefully calibrated ways, in response to significant, irreversible changes in Cuba.”[121] For its part, the CANF called the policy decision “a second Bay of Pigs.”[122]

VIII. Was Castro’s 1994 Migration Gambit a Success?

Yes, albeit a qualified success. As in 1965 and in 1980, after initial resistance, the US was forced to come to the negotiating table with Cuba; and Castro did accomplish what are widely regarded as his primary objectives. However, progress vis-à-vis his purported long-term goals was far more modest, at least explicitly.

A. Primary Objectives Obtained

As one keen observer put it at the time, “through blackmail Castro has (again) been able to change US policy.”[123] As a consequence of the crisis, Castro did achieve what analysts regard as his key aims: namely, a US-backed halt to illegal emigration[124] and the prosecution of Cuban hijackers.[125] The agreement provided that the US would accept 20,000 Cubans per year plus an unspecified number of family members, and the 4,000 to 6,000 Cubans on the waiting list for visas would be permitted to enter the United States.[126] This marked—albeit imperfectly[127]—the
official end of illegal immigration between the US and Cuba and was in essence a reaffirmation of
the promises made to Castro by the Reagan Administration a decade earlier.  Second, the US
agreed to extradite and/or prosecute those who hijacked or stole boats and aircraft to flee Cuba, thus
expediting a “safer, legal and more orderly process” of immigration.  Castro had been pressing
the US for years to concede these two points.  The US also agreed to work on bringing down
the backlog of people who had applied through the American Interests Section in Havana to
emigrate legally over the previous decade, i.e., about 140,000 people.  In exchange, Cuba
promised to end the boatlift, using “mainly persuasive measures” to crack down on those who tried to
emigrate illegally and to take back 226 Cuban boat people being held at Gitmo who had asked to be
repatriated.

B. No Movement on the Embargo or Radio Marti: But Was Any Expected?

Castro did not make any explicit gains with respect to ending the embargo or silencing Radio Marti,
two things his representatives began calling for publicly in the days leading up to the September
meetings.  Nevertheless, it can be argued that the reason Castro conceded to shelve these
issues was that, while he expected that he could get an agreement on immigration issues in the short
run because of the visibility of the crisis, the more substantive issues of the embargo
would require more time and wider support, particularly given that it was late in an election year, a
fact that would not have been lost on the Cuban leader.  Consider, for instance, that shortly after
the crisis ended, Castro met with former senator and US presidential candidate, George McGovern,
who said:

You would be impressed with his knowledge of American politics.  He knows all the American
players, and he knows the pressures that play on them.  He knows all about the health care
debate and the crime bill and Whitewater and everything else that’s going on here and
showed real sensitivity to the political squeeze that the President’s going through now.

Furthermore, former Cuban insiders concur that Castro is a keen observer of US domestic politics.
As one former Cuban official who spent 17 years in the revolutionary elite notes, “Fidel is a shrewd
student of United States society, institutions and government,” and he “understands the limitations on
a president’s power to act in many critical circumstances.  This knowledge informs his every strategic
maneuver.”  Moreover, McGovern indicated that Castro acknowledged explicitly that Clinton
“was politically incapable of tackling anything as controversial as lifting the embargo in the short run,
particularly in the wake of the refugee crisis which was a matter of enormous embarrassment and
anxiety to the US administration.”  In the end, despite the Cubans’ eleventh hour calls for
discussions on issues wider than immigration, it appears Castro probably got everything that he
expected to get, at least in short run.  However, this is not to suggest that he did not actively
float trial balloons on the bigger issues, in the hope that they might produce results, only that he likely
had low expectations that they actually would.

C. Stymied Promises of Future Negotiations
Castro may have expected there to be more dialogue and further positive developments down the road. Otherwise, it seems unlikely that he would have agreed to end the crisis so quickly. As one Cuba analyst put it: “It’s unthinkable that this was a rare moment of Castro charity at work…. He had such leverage over Washington. He was in the position of either saving Clinton’s political neck or causing him endless problems.”[140] In addition, circumstantial evidence indicates the existence of a tacit agreement that future negotiations could occur. Shortly after the September accords were announced, Secretary of State Warren Christopher appeared on “Face the Nation” and said of Castro: “If he moves toward democracy in a tangible, significant way, we’ll respond in a carefully calibrated way…Washington is ‘to be prepared to reduce the sanctions in carefully calibrated ways in response to positive developments in Cuba.’”[141] Although Christopher declined to specify what either these developments or responses might be, State Department officials indicated the Administration “might ease—but not eliminate—economic or travel restrictions against Cuba if Castro allowed more freedom of expression or free elections.”[142]

More concretely, then special advisor to the Clinton Administration on Cuba, Richard Nuccio, reports that following the migration crisis in 1994 and the subsequent May 1995 accords,

a weak, and I’d emphasize weak, conditional engagement policy was added to the prior unconditional engagement policy towards Cuba. By this conditional engagement policy, an explicit understanding was arrived at between senior US and Cuban officials that Cuba’s implementation of the May 1995 migration accords and its reaction to the US efforts to engage Cuba’s emerging civil society could form the basis for further progress in US-Cuban relations.[143]

Reportedly, following the May 1995 accord, the Administration envoys were so encouraged that they approached members of Spain’s Socialist Party to help mediate further talks with Castro. And in late 1995, Castro met with US Congressman Esteban Torres (D, California), during which Castro reportedly agreed to call for free elections, permit the creation of opposition political parties and free political prisoners. In exchange, the US was to lift the embargo and help Cuba obtain international development bank loans, according to Congressional sources.[144]

These developments (if even real) came to a screeching halt—at least temporarily—in February 1996 when Castro ordered his military to shoot down two unarmed planes flown by Brothers to the Rescue, a Cuban-American exile group.[145] In Washington, the shoot-down outraged conservatives and panicked the Clinton Administration, which was in the midst of the 1996 Presidential campaign. Clinton responded by quickly throwing his support behind the Helms-Burton legislation, which as noted previously he had theretofore opposed.[146]

IX. But the 1994 Refugee Gambit Was Less Successful than Mariel. Why?

A. Rapid Reaction of State and Federal Officials
The 1994 crisis was of much shorter duration and had much lower domestic visibility than did the Mariel I crisis in 1980. There were several reasons for this. First, having learned something about the dangers of reacting slowly, Florida state officials and the US Coast Guard responded relatively quickly and decisively.[147] To block Cubans from reaching the US, the US Navy and Coast Guard diverted more than 70 ships usually used for interdicting drugs and patrolling fisheries or tending buoys. More than 8,500 Coast Guard and Navy personnel—both at sea and on shore—took part in what military officials said was one of the largest rescue operations of its kind. The operation included 350 Marines on board Coast Guard vessels to provide security, as well as a variety of A/C-130 and H-60 Jayhawk helicopters, acting as “a bucket brigade of sorts.”[148] Cutters and patrol craft would intercept rafters and transfer them to 10 larger Navy ships (mainly frigates), which made the 36-42 hour trip to Gitmo, thus allowing the Coast Guard boats to stay in the Straits.[149] Nevertheless, this effort was not as effective as it might have been, given that the contingency plan was abandoned in the middle of the crisis, because of Clinton’s concerns about a repetition of “Fort Chaffee.”[150]

B. The Use of Guantanamo Naval Base

The Administration’s policy of interdicting Cubans leaving on rafts and boats and transporting them to Gitmo quieted domestic discontent and made the crisis far less visible to the US public, which lowered the domestic political costs of the crisis. Nevertheless, the tough new policy did not result in the deterrent effect the Administration had hoped for. Two weeks after the policy announcement, the US Coast Guard was still rescuing and shipping off to Gitmo over 1,000 Cubans per day. It was only after Castro agreed to close the border that the crisis ended. So Gitmo’s effect should not be exaggerated, but it did give the Administration a bit of additional breathing room and allowed it to avoid more serious political consequences.[151]

C. Relative Passivity of the Cuban Exile Population

Unlike during Mariel I, relatively few Cuban exiles traveled to Cuba to pick up relatives and friends. Virtually all of those who reached the US during the 1994 crisis came under their own power.[152] The exile community had several reasons for not directly participating in the exodus. First, Coast Guard officials promised powerful and painful sanctions would be levied against those who violated the blockade; and this time, unlike in 1980, they were taken seriously.[153] Second, Castro’s tactic during Mariel of loading exile boats with complete strangers—many of whom were criminals and/or mentally ill—undermined efforts to mobilize the exile community’s support during the 1994 exodus.[154] They wished neither to welcome more such people into the exile community, nor to be so explicitly used as pawns by Castro; so many stayed home. Third, following Mariel, many in the exile community felt that those who were fleeing were not political refugees, but rather economic migrants, and they were disinclined to facilitate their migration.[155] Finally, it is also possible that some in the exile community finally realized that by aiding the flight of those who opposed the regime they were deflating the pressure to remove Castro.[156]

D. The November 1994 “Republican Revolution”
Third, the size of the Republican Congressional victory in November 1994 may well have precluded some of the diplomatic openings expected by Castro from materializing. For example, it was reported that during the summer of 1994, then National Security Advisor Anthony Lake said privately that he was prepared to recommend that Clinton lift the embargo and accept the political consequences. But the November election results put that “tightly held strategy on ice,” according to a senior Clinton Administration official. When asked thereafter about the probability that the Administration would take “bold steps on Cuba policy,” the official said, “That’s not who we (the administration) are.”

Further, in March 1995, when NSC officials told reporters that they were about to recommend dropping the additional sanctions—namely, the prohibitions on remittances and family visitations—that Clinton had imposed during the height of the August crisis, the proposal was immediately attacked in Congress as capitulation to Castro and promptly abandoned. Finally, as noted above, the Republican electoral victory installed Senator Jesse Helms (R, North Carolina) as chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and Representative Dan Burton (R, Indiana) as chairman of the House Subcommittee on Western Hemisphere Affairs. With support from Helms and Burton, Cuban lobbies mobilized to tighten economic sanctions on Cuba; the resulting Helms-Burton legislation was designed to stop foreign investment in Cuba and, if possible, to damage Cuban trade. Although the Administration initially opposed the bill, following the Brothers to the Rescue shoot-down in February 1996, Clinton threw his support behind the legislation.

X. Conclusions and Recommendations

A. Option One: Play the Game, But With a Better Grasp of the “Rules”

There is some irony in the fact that the 1994 crisis probably could have been avoided if the US had not flatly rejected Castro’s initial calls for negotiation. The kind of immigration “escape valve” Castro prefers is one “that is orderly and drawn out and not very splashy.” Orderly and splashless negotiations might well have generated little more than a blip on the public’s radar screen, thereby avoiding both a domestic and an international crisis. As has been noted before: history indicates “each and every president [from Eisenhower to Clinton] came to the conclusion that an important aspect of his Castro crisis [in the end] required negotiations.”

On the other hand, choosing to concede to Castro’s threats as soon as he makes them obviously generates its own costs, in reputation and credibility, which could encourage him to threaten the US ever more frequently and with increasing demands. However, more careful monitoring of the prevailing economic and social conditions situation on the ground in Cuba, coupled with more aural acuity if and when Castro begins making threatening noises, could lead to earlier diplomatic intervention, which could stave off future embarrassments. (It is worth noting that with few recognized exceptions—including the one in April 1995 discussed above—Castro has usually followed through on his publicly articulated threats to open the island’s borders. In other words, heretofore such threats have rarely been idle.) As Engstrom notes in his analysis of the Carter Administration’s response to Mariel:
The ahistorical approach of policy makers in the Carter Administration is particularly telling because the Camarioca boatlift provided tailor-made examples of the conditions that contributed to an earlier boatlift and the policies employed by the Johnson Administration to deal with it. The Camarioca boatlift offered relevant lessons that the Carter Administration did not explore. Had policy makers examined the dynamics of the Camarioca boatlift either before or during the Mariel boatlift, they may well have learned from history and developed better policies.

This assessment remains equally valid today; one need only change the names and dates.

B. Option Two: Make the Game Not Worth Playing by Eroding the Weapon’s Power

Through a careful combination of public policy, education, and generous side-payments, the US (and other targets) may be able to reduce their vulnerability to extortive engineered migration, by undermining, or at least diminishing, the perpetrators’ ability to use “people pressure” as a weapon. In short, if a target can keep a migration surge from either being perceived as or actually becoming a crisis for the target, it can significantly degrade the perpetrator’s “weapons’ capabilities”. This may not be easy as both perpetrators and interested outsiders have powerful incentives to keep outflows visible and perceived as problematic.

However, potential targets can take a few concrete steps that may mitigate, if not eliminate their vulnerability, although several measures are potentially quite expensive. First, they can develop and be prepared to implement comprehensive and politically acceptable contingency plans, both to actively cope with the emergency and to help prevent the local infrastructure(s) from being overburdened. Specifically, to be better prepared the government should not wait for a crisis period to court communities that could be persuaded to take migrants—either for short or long-term stays—in exchange for attractive economic and/or political compensation packages. These plans would likely require copious financial support for those communities affected. Second, target governments can launch education campaigns with the goal of teaching the public the real economics of immigration, emphasizing that over time immigration generally results in a net-gain for most industrialized countries. (This may be particularly true for those countries facing declining birth rates and aging populations.)

Third, they can actively cultivate the support of other states that could aid in burden sharing. (Again, if possible, the time to pursue such support is before a new crisis erupts.) For example, had all of the 13 Caribbean and Central American states that the US approached during the 1994 crisis agreed to accept several thousand people, Castro’s gambit might have failed. However, but for Panama, very few agreed to take refugees, even when offered side-payments;[166] in any case, this kind of organized bribery could become a very expensive proposition that might still fail.[167] Nevertheless, countries seeking foreign aid and/or other forms of international support might be persuaded to cooperate under the right conditions. (It is worth remembering that, early in the Kosovo crisis, an escalating refugee crisis on the Macedonian border at Blace was solved in just this manner.[168] Finally, targets may choose to abrogate the norm, either by claiming national security concerns or by refusing to recognize those fleeing as refugees. Targets who choose to do so may suffer significant reputational and hypocrisy costs, although under certain conditions they may deem those preferable
to the domestic political costs of accepting more migrants.
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Yet he held a news conference on August 5th, warning that he would consider opening the border if the US did not change its behavior. He then waited an entire week before authorizing the initial sanctioned departures and did not publicly declare the borders open until August 20th, following the US announcement that sanctions on Cuba were to be tightened.

Again, Castro did not tell the Cuban Coast Guard to let people go until a week after the street riots in Havana, and he did not formally announce that people could leave until another week had past.

But in each of his pronouncements on the crisis, he clearly stated that negotiations on US immigration policy were a necessary precondition for ending the crisis.

This is particularly true, given that as many argue, Castro likes nothing better than to embarrass the US. So were he not engaged in tit-for-tat bargaining with Washington, he would have surely closed the border at any time other than just after concluding an agreement with Washington.
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